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AUGUST CHAPTER MEETING MINUTES:

George Spelman fixed hamburgers and hot dogs with the fixings before the
meeting.
President Brian Crull called the meeting to order. The Pledge of Allegiance
was recited.
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Barbara Lyons was visiting from Houston Texas, She is in town promoting
the air race at Executive airport.
There was no treasurer’s report due to the absence of our Treasurer.
Rob Morris has scheduled a Young Eagles event for Saturday August 27.
Please help him out when he asks for volunteers.

CHAPTER 67 OFFICERS
Brian Crull—President
Larry Jacobi-Vice President
Allan Grabeman –Secretary
Dan Daubenspeck—Treasurer

Rob Morris- Young Eagles

EAA Chapter 67 normally
meets the first Monday of
each month at 7:30 PM at
the Noblesville Airport
(Pitch-in dinner 6:30).
Please check the calendar
since there are occasional
exceptions:
Noblesville Airport (I80)
14782 Promise Road
Noblesville, Indiana 46060
E-mail: Brian Crull
avmgroup@aol.com

It is time to nominate our attendees for next years Air Academy.
Final preparations were made for the pancake breakfast on Saturday. We
need someone to look at the steam table before the BBQ Fly In. Archie Kerr
agreed to look at the table.
We wrapped up the meeting quickly for our program.
Nick Boland introduced Brian Stirm, Ron Adams and John Zilkowski from
Swift Fuel in West Lafayette. It was a very interesting presentation, with
many questions asked and answered.
Allan Grabeman

P age 2
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HANGER FLYING
Young Eagles Rally Day
Saturday August 27, 2011 Chapter 67
Rob Morris and his team are going to hold another YE day and
need your help. Please contact Rob and plan on participating in a
great morning of fun as we introduce a new generation to flying.

OSHKOSH BY A NEWBIE
Several of the Chapter 67 members were able to attend this year’s national convention in
Oshkosh the last week in July. Statistically the show was a great success with over
10,000 airplanes and 541,000 people attending.
Chapter President Brian Crull suggested we write about the trip to AirVenture for the newsletter since it was the first time we had attended in over 35 years… It has changed! Wow,
it has changed. We took lots of pictures, watched the airshows , checked out the warbirds
and classics but what we learned was EAA is about people.
From the time we entered Camp Scholler until we left, we did not hear an unkind word.
The volunteers were amazing in the way they dealt with every person with whom they
came in contact. Everyone had a smile and a ―hello‖. The grounds were spotless and even
the ―port-a-potties‖ were clean. There always seemed to be a bench in the shade where
we could sit for a few minutes and catch our breath.
The A/C owners were wonderful in the way they took time to answer any question no matter how dumb it might have been. Each area was well marked as to the type of aircraft on
display. The Forums Plaza had something for everyone to learn. We saw an elderly gentleman taking his time teaching a young teen how to properly stitch a wing. Director Paul
Poberezny stopped by in Red One to shake hands and thank everyone for attending.
The Vender Exhibit buildings were fascinating. There were people from all over the world
displaying their products and happy to explain how they worked. Many new products and
aircraft were on display but one that caught our eye was a chart publisher called DURA
CHART. They are new and just started printing inexpensive charts that don’t tear when
folded and can be written on easily (WWW.DURACHART.COM).
Again, the planes were great but the stories of the people who built and restored them
was the best part of the show. If someone from a foreign country were to ask us where
can we see and learn about the best of the USA , I would have to say the EAA Convention
in Oshkosh is a great place to start… because of the people you will meet.
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I 80 - THE FIELD OF DREAMS
August Pancake Fly-In
Friday evening chapter volunteers met to set up despite the poor weather predicted for
Saturday. A Northern high pressure area gained strength overnight pushing the bad
weather south and Saturday morning dawned bright and sunny.
Saturday was indeed a very special day for the Chapter because the weather was great, it
was a safe day and the children loved seeing all the airplanes. Over 300 attended and 40
+ airplanes flew-in from all over the area. Marianne Jacobi and Nancy Wallis were very
busy collecting the money and keeping the pancake line moving. Rob Morris welcomed all
the pilots and made sure they had the latest information on EAA programs. He passed out
toy airplanes to each of the children. Jeff Hammer, Eastwood Herin and Allan Grabeman
did an outstanding job of insuring safety was the rule of the day in the air and on the flight
line. Dave Wallis and his great team kept the pancakes and drinks coming.
Our special guest for the day was Doc Swenson celebrating his 95th birthday. The Chapter
had a birthday cake ready. Doc has been a Chapter member and leader for more years
than most of us have been around. He has built a number of experimental airplanes and
only turned in his flying spurs recently. Doc was there when most airplanes had two wings
and round engines.
Jim Jacobi brought out the AIRCAM and took as many people for rides as he could. The
gasps and excitement were huge as the AIRCAM jumped off the grass into the air in just a
couple of hundred feet. But the part Jim and the rest of us enjoyed most were the smiles
on the children's’ faces as they watched the airplanes. Brian made sure each one had a
chance to sit in his RV-3 and be a fighter pilot… they loved it and their parents have some
great pictures to remember the day.
It was a great day for all of us but the best part was watching the next generation of EAA
members learning to love aviation as we do. Noblesville I80 is indeed a ―Field of Dreams‖.
Thanks Don Roberts and Larry Jacobi!
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EAA E V E N T S O F I N T E R E S T T O C H A P T E R 67
Aug 27, Young Eagles Rally
Sept. 3, Marion Fly-in/Cruise-in

Sept. 3, 4, 5, Dayton Dawn Patrol
Sept. 4, Plymouth Indiana Optimist
Fly in Pancake Breakfast
Sept. 12, Chapter Meeting
Sept. 16, BBQ Bash @ Glenndale

Sept. 30, Victory Days @ KGUS
Oct. 3, Chapter Meeting
(Please be there to help with BBQ
planning & committee assignments)
Oct. 8, Westfield UL / LSA Fly-in
Oct. 9, Ann. Chapter 67 BBQ
Oct. 15, Smith Field, EAA Chapter 2
Chili Lunch Fly-In/Drive-In

Nov. 7 Chapter Meeting
Sept 24, Lee Bottom annual fly-in
Dec. 5, Chapter Christmas Dinner

PRESIDENT’S CORNER:
Well, we all did it again. We had another successful Pancake Breakfast Fly In. With the weather looking
to make for a wash out, we woke to clear skies and no rain in sight. The crowds started a little slow but
as people woke up to find the weather so nice, they started showing up. The guys working the food line
were kept very busy trying to keep up with the almost never ending people in line for pancakes. The guys
working the flight line were also kept busy with a steady stream of plane arrivals. We also took time to
celebrate Henry "Doc" Swenson's 95th birthday. The Chapter presented him with a cake and a card
signed by many members. Don Roberts made an announcement to the crowd and led everyone in singing Happy Birthday. Over all I think the day turned out very well. It was brought to my attention that the
newest griddle does not work as well as the other one. I was not made aware of this after the June Fly In
but it is something that will be addressed before next years event. I welcome all comments and recommendations from everyone to help us make these events even better and to address any areas where we
need to make improvements.
We do not have much time to rest until our next event. This one always takes a lot of work on everyone's
part to bring this event together. I will need plenty of help with the food preparation. We will need people
to help with the pork cooking and prep and help making the many pans of Mac and cheese. This event
always brings in as many as 75 planes which is going to require extra members working the flight line. As
always, safety is our number one priority during our events so the more guys we have working the flight
line directing planes and ensuring the safety of our visitors, the better we will be.
One last reminder is the Young Eagles event we are having on Saturday the 27th. We are still in need of
members to help. We will be meeting at 8 am with flight beginning at 9..
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LOCAL FUEL PRICES:
May change momentarily: prices as of 8/16/11
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BU Y / S E L L / T R A D E ( D ON ’ S C O R N ER ) :

All chapter members are invited to list items they would like to offer for sale or trade to
other members. Please forward via e-mail to Brian Crull and they will be placed in the next
month’s news letter.

Chapter Hats & T Shirts: Caps $7.00—Shirts$10.00 Blue, with EAA Chapter 67 logo, Several sizes — contact Brian or Larry at the next meeting.
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

FLT. TRAINING: Sheridan—Phil Brown, CFII, MEI—303/506-3886—phil@sheridanftc.com
FLT. TRAINING: Metro. –Chip Duffield, CFII, MEI, HP, GLASS -478-957-6907 chip.duffield@gmail.com

FLT. TRAINING: Noblesville—Larry Jacobi, CFII, MEI, Glass—(317) 508-0571Larryjacobi@sbcglobal.net
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Don Roberts : For Sale 1998 Ford Ranger Truck $950.00
——————————————————————————————————————
1978 – CESSNA 152 – NOT A TRAINER $27,000.- AVAILABLE FOR SALE

N67621, TT3100, SMOH 800,
NAV/COM, Transponder, Interior/Exterior
8/8 All Logs Since New, Contact Larry at 317/508-0571,
Noblesville, IN (I80).
___________________________________________________________________________________________

1966– PIPER PA-32 CHEROKEE 6 260HP
$59,000—AVAILABLE FOR SALE

N31ND, New paint, IFR equipped , high
time engine—runs great. Contact Larry at
317/508-0571 Noblesville, IN (I80)
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SAFETY CORNER: The runway behind you’
From AOPA Training Tips

An old saying reminds pilots that one of three things of no use to a pilot is “the runway behind
you.”
It’s even worse if your own technique was responsible for the runway being where you can’t
use it. For takeoffs, the economical choice is also the safe choice: Don’t waste runway!
Many pilots routinely squander surface for no good reason. Complacency is often the culprit.
Unlike short-field departures, normal takeoffs place no special emphasis on using all available runway. Bad habits result.
Lining up for takeoff, many pilots let the aircraft creep forward—sometimes, well forward—
while they fiddle with dials or knobs. Following the leisurely alignment, the pilot only gradually
powers up for takeoff as the aircraft rolls along, gobbling precious runway.
A better approach is to find a way to use maximum available takeoff area under all takeoff
circumstances—especially under high-density-altitude conditions or when you must make an
intersection takeoff.
How much runway is actually available for takeoff? Check runway-distance-remaining signs.
Remember, when taking off from a runway with a displaced threshold, that the displacement
reduces runway available for landing—but not for the takeoff. Know your aircraft’s takeoff
performance, and always build in a healthy margin of error.
Attention to small details can pay large dividends. That’s what pilots practicing maxperformance takeoffs and landings on just a few hundred feet of gravel are safely learning
this summer under a program in Alaska.
Follow up your runway-conserving takeoff with a disciplined climb at best-rate-of-climb speed
(VY) to a safe maneuvering altitude. Focus on applying the private pilot practical test standard of maintaining airspeed of VY plus 10 knots or minus 5 knots to your climb.
As for that old saying about the three most useless things for a pilot: It has many variations.
Musician Aaron Tippin offered one arrangement, giving some advice to student pilots in the
January 2011 Flight Training’s “Debrief” column.
Learn the lyrics, and stay safe!
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QUESTIONS—E-MAIL Brian Crull at: avmgroup@aol.com

